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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards 

A better chance for rain showers and thunderstorms is Friday in the northwestern Gulf. Otherwise, dry conditions are 
expected to remain through the weekend.  Winds in the western Gulf will remain fresh with some strong wind gusts 
possible into next week. In the eastern Gulf moderate southeasterly breezes will continue. Similar to winds the 
western Gulf will continue to see elevated conditions with 5-7 foot seas, while the eastern Gulf will see smooth to 
slight seas.

Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Seasonable conditions are expected today and tomorrow. High pressure over the eastern Gulf will lead to dry 
conditions today. A cold front moving across the Plains and Mississippi Valley tomorrow will lead to a line of rain 
showers and thunderstorms, but they are expected to remain onshore. This front will lead to increased wind speeds. 
Gentle to moderate southeasterlies will increase to fresh breezes in deepwater and moderate breezes close to shore. 
Seas are also expected to rise from 3 feet to 6 feet with this passing of the weak cold front. The eastern Gulf will 
remain largely unaffected by any increasing conditions.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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